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Many studies have suggested that the corrosion detection of reinforced concrete (RC) based on electrical potential on concrete
surface was an ill-posed problem, and thus it may present an inaccurate interpretation of corrosion. However, it is difficult to prove
the ill-posed problem of the RC corrosion detection by experiment. One promising technique is using a numerical method. The
objective of this study is to simulate the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion detection based on electrical potential on a concrete
surface using the Boundary Element Method (BEM). BEM simulates electrical potential within a concrete domain. In order to
simulate the electrical potential, the domain is assumed to be governed by Laplace’s equation. The boundary conditions for the
corrosion area and the noncorrosion area of rebar were selected from its polarization curve. A rectangular reinforced concrete
model with a single rebar was chosen to be simulated using BEM. The numerical simulation results using BEM showed that
the same electrical potential distribution on the concrete surface could be generated from different combinations of parameters.
Corresponding to such a phenomenon, this problem can be categorized as an ill-posed problem since it has many solutions.
Therefore, BEM successfully simulates the ill-posed problem of reinforced concrete corrosion detection.

1. Introduction

Rebar corrosion is one of the main causes of reinforced
concrete (RC) premature failures [1–3]. Reports of these
premature failures can be found in various publications. The
failures include the collapse of Silver Bridge in USA, 1967 [4],
the collapse of highway overpass in Canada, 2006 [5], and
the collapse of Atlantis Water Adventure, Taman Impian Jaya
Ancol in Indonesia, 2011 [6]. Recent failure due to corrosion
was reported inMarch 2015: the porch of a building collapsed
in Albany, USA [7]. Thus, It is important to conduct periodic
evaluation, monitoring and early detection for RC corrosion
[8–10].

The half-cell potential technique is among the con-
ventional methods that are used in the field to detect or
evaluate the RC corrosion [11, 12]. This technique follows
the procedure as described in ASTM C876 to evaluate

corrosion of an RC structure. However, the method only
provides the probability of corrosion [13, 14] and needs a
considerable amount of measurement data to generate an
accurate potential map [11, 15]. Therefore, it is important to
understand the nature of theRCcorrosion problembefore the
development of other methods and/or improvement of con-
ventional techniques to detect RC corrosion. Many workers
have proposed methods based on inverse analysis to detect
RC corrosion [13, 15, 16] since the nature of RC corrosion
implies an ill-posed problem. However, it is difficult to prove
the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion via experiments.Thus,
using a numerical method to prove the ill-posed problem of
RC corrosion is very promising.

Many researchers have explored a numerical method
termed the Boundary ElementMethod (BEM) to simulate the
corrosion phenomenon. The corrosion was modeled by the
Laplace equation in BEM [16–18]. Thus, BEM can potentially
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be utilized to simulate the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion.
The purpose of this paper is to simulate the ill-posed problem
of RC corrosion problem by using BEM.

2. Basic Idea to Simulate the Ill-Posed
Problem of RC Corrosion

The ill-posed problem is a problem that has one of the
following criteria; that is, the problem has no unique solu-
tion or many solutions, and small error would give high
disturbance to the solution [19]. The motivation for utilizing
BEM to simulate the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion came
from the actual condition that interpretation of the half-cell
potential technique is merely based on electrical potential
data on the RC surface, as mentioned in ASTM C876.
Previous researchers have pointed out that the electrical
potential on the RC surface is influenced not only by rebar
corrosion but also by other parameters [20].

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the variation
of some parameters could give similar electrical potential
profiles on the RC surface, which should indicate an ill-
posed problem. By simulating similar electrical potentials
resulting from different parameter combinations, the ill-
posed problem of RC corrosion can be proven. This ill-
posed problem might lead to misleading conclusions in the
detection of RC corrosion by the half-cell potential technique.

Since BEM has the capability of obtaining electrical
potential and current density within an evaluated domain, it
is proposed in this paper that BEM is also capable to be used
to simulate the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion. The basic
idea for this purpose was to compare the electrical potential
on an RC surface obtained by BEM, which came from various
combinations of parameters.

3. RC Corrosion Modeling in BEM

The RC model with single reinforcing steel as given in
Figure 1(a) was considered. There is corrosion located in
the reinforcing steel. This RC model was simplified into a
2D model, as shown in Figure 1(b), which also displays the
boundary conditions for the model.

In developing BEM for RC corrosion simulation, the
electrical potential field (𝜙)within the whole RC domain (Ω)
is mathematically governed by the Laplace equation as given
in [17, 18, 21]

∇
2
𝜙 = 0 in Ω. (1)

The relationship between electrical potential and current
density (𝑖) for the domain should follow [21, 22]

𝑖 = −𝜅
𝜕𝜙

𝜕n
(A/m2) , (2)

where 𝜅 is the concrete conductivity, n is the outward normal
unit, and 𝜕/𝜕n is the derivative in the normal direction.
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Figure 1: (a) RC model with single rebar; (b) 2D model of RC for
BEM simulation.

The boundary conditions for the RC model are given in
Figure 1(b) and are written as

𝑖 = 𝑖
0
= 0 (A/m2) on Γ

1

𝜙 = −𝑓
𝑎
(𝑖) (V) on Γ

2𝑎

𝜙 = −𝑓
𝑐
(𝑖) (V) on Γ

2𝑐
,

(3)

where 𝑖 on the concrete surface (Γ
1
) is constant and is

considered equal to zero, due to the low conductivity of
concrete. 𝜙 on any point of the rebar or reinforcing steel
(Γ
2
) is given by a function of 𝑖 that is generated from the

polarization curve, that is,𝑓
𝑎
(𝑖) for the corroded part (anode)

and 𝑓
𝑐
(𝑖) noncorroded part (cathode) areas. The polarization

curve was measured experimentally.
BEM is formulated to solve the RC model; hence, the

electrical potential and current density on concrete and rebar
surfaces can be obtained.The procedure of BEM formulation
for the RC corrosion case can be found in [21].

4. Numerical Simulation and Discussion

In order to simulate the ill-posed problem of RC corrosion
detection using BEM, an RC model was considered, as
given in Figure 2. The model consists of a single rebar and
corrosion. The corrosion size and rebar length, respectively,
were c cm and 50 cm.The concrete cover depth for the model
was t cm, while concrete conductivity for the model was
𝜅Ω
−1⋅m−1. The boundary conditions for the model were the

same as those already stated.Thepolarization curve for anode
and cathode was obtained from [15, 23].

Ten combinations of parameters were selected for the
simulation using BEM. Those parameters were corrosion
size (c), concrete cover (t), concrete conductivity (𝜅), and
corrosion intensity at the anode part of rebar that was
generated from polarization curves of the rebar in concrete.
The combinations of parameters are listed in Table 1. For all
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Table 1: 10 combinations of parameters for evaluating the nature of the RC corrosion detection problem.

Parameter
combinations

Corrosion size (𝑐),
cm

Concrete cover (𝑡),
cm

Concrete conductivity
(𝜅),Ω−1⋅m−1

Corrosion
intensity, V
(versus SCE)

1 6 5 0.007 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

2 10 5 0.007 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

3 14 5 0.007 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

4 6 5 1 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

5 6 5 0.1 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

6 6 5 0.01 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

7 6 1 0.007 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

8 6 10 0.007 𝜙
𝑎1
= 0.6 − 10𝑖

9 6 5 0.007 𝜙
𝑎2
= 0.5 − 10𝑖

10 6 5 0.007 𝜙
𝑎3
= 0.4 − 10𝑖

ConcreteRebar

CathodeCathode Anode/corrosion

t

x (cm)

c

50 cm

Figure 2: RC model for evaluating the nature of RC corrosion
detection problem.

combinations, the cathode part of rebar was represented by
its polarization curve in

𝜙
𝑐
= 0.27 − 10𝑖 (V) versus SCE. (4)

BEM was applied to simulate the electrical potential on
the surface of RC for 10 combinations of parameters in
Table 1. The simulation result is given in Figure 3, which
shows the electrical potential profile on the RC surface for all
parameter combinations. It shows that the electrical potential
is generally higher above the corroded part than the cathode
part.

Figure 4 shows how the corrosion size would affect
the electrical potential profile on RC surface. Figure 4 also
shows that the larger corrosion size would give a higher
electrical potential on the RC surface. Also, the peak of the
electrical potential profile becomes wider for larger corrosion
size. Corresponding to half-cell potential technique, higher
electrical potential on the RC surfacemeans higher corrosion
risk. It can be said that combination number 3 had a higher
corrosion risk than combination numbers 1 and 2. This
might mislead corrosion evaluation, because even though
the corrosion size of combination number 3 was larger than
others, the corrosion rate for both could still be similar, since
they both had same corrosion intensity, as given in Table 1.
Also, the boundary conditions for the cathode part were
similar for all combinations.
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Figure 3: Electrical potential profiles on concrete surface for all
combinations of parameters.

The electrical potential profiles on the RC surface were
influenced by concrete conductivity, as shown in Figure 5.
It shows that the electrical potential profile will flatten by
increasing conductivity of concrete. This characteristic is
consistent with the investigation that was conducted by Pour-
Ghaz et al. [20].The phenomenon can also lead tomisleading
corrosion evaluation using the half-cell potential technique
based on ASTM C876. For example, using combination
number 6 will result in classifying the corrosion as severe
corrosion risk level (< −380mV versus SCE), while combi-
nation number 4 falls into the high corrosion risk level (−380
to−230mV versus CSE) for the same corrosion. However, the
actual corrosion for the combination was the same, that is, in
terms of size and intensity.

Figure 6 shows the influence of concrete cover depth to
electrical potential on the surface of concrete. The electrical
potential above the corroded part would decrease by increas-
ing the depth of concrete cover for the same corrosion. It was
also similar to the work of Pour-Ghaz et al. [20].Thus, similar
to other parameters, the cover depth must be included in the
analysis for detecting corrosion risk level based on ASTM
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Figure 4: Electrical potential profiles on concrete surface for
different corrosion sizes.
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Figure 5: Electrical potential profile on concrete surface for different
concrete conductivities.

C876, in order to eliminate false positives and negatives in
interpretation of electrical potential data.

Moreover, the corrosion intensity would affect the electri-
cal potential of the concrete surface above the corroded rebar
part, as shown in Figure 7. It shows that the higher corrosion
intensity would bring higher electrical potential values on
the concrete surface above the corroded part for the same
corrosion size. This could be true, because higher corrosion
intensity might lead to higher corrosion rate, and thus the
electrical potential should be higher too.

By comparing electrical potential profiles for all parame-
ter combinations, it was found that some profiles are similar,
as given in Figure 8.This figure shows that electrical potential
on the concrete surface for combination number 1 was almost
similar to combination number 6, and combination number 4
was almost identical to combination number 8. This suggests
that there exist combinations of parameters that may give the
same electrical potential profile on the concrete surface.

From the presented results, it can be concluded that
there are many solutions for the rebar corrosion problem.
It has been shown that several similar electrical potential
profiles on the concrete surface can be generated from several
combinations of parameters. Therefore, it would be difficult
to evaluate actual rebar corrosion only by using electrical
potential data on the concrete surface based on ASTM C876.

According to Kabanikhin [19], such a phenomenon was
categorized into an ill-posed problem. The conventional
method, such as direct method, is insufficient to solve the
problem. One promising method to solve the ill-posed prob-
lem is inverse analysis [24]. Several researchers have explored
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Figure 6: Electrical potential profile on concrete surface for differ-
ent concrete cover depths.
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Figure 7: Electrical potential profile on concrete surface for different
corrosion intensities.
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Figure 8: Electrical potential profile on concrete surface, showing
that combination 1 is similar to 6 and that 4 is similar to 8.

the application of inverse analysis to solve the rebar corrosion
detection in concrete [13, 16, 21, 22], and the method has the
potential to be applied in solving the RC corrosion detection
problem.

5. Conclusions

The simulation of the ill-posed problem of rebar corrosion
detection using the Boundary Element Method (BEM) has
been presented in this paper. BEM was used to simulate
electrical potential within concrete domain, especially on the
concrete surface. The numerical simulation results with 10
parameter combinations showed that the electrical potential
on the RC surface was not solely influenced by corrosion,
but also by other parameters, such as concrete conductivity
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and cover depth. Furthermore, some combination of param-
eters might give the same electrical potential profile on the
concrete surface. This phenomenon is categorized as an ill-
posed problem, since there exist many solutions to the prob-
lem. Therefore, the detection of rebar corrosion using only
electrical potential data on the concrete surface, as suggested
in ASTM C876, might mislead corrosion evaluation due to
the ill-posedness of the problem.
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